To all who prefer an Apple Vinegar for Table Use, and to those who prefer it for Pickling Purposes instead of a Wine Vinegar, we offer our Extra Cider Vinegar as vastly superior, because:

1st. It is superior in *Strength* and *Flavor*.
2d. It will keep the vegetables *Natural, Fresh and Crisp*.
3d. It excels in *Preserving Qualities*.
4th. It contains *No Injurious Acids*.
5th. $50 *Reward* if any deleterious matter is found in it.
6th. It is the cheapest Pure Vinegar made.
7th. Wherever used consumers prefer to any other,

**Heinz’s Extra Cider Vinegar.**

**Heinz’s Preserves and Fruit Butters**

*contain NO GLUCOSE; NO GELATINE.*

$50 *REWARD* if any *ADULTERATION* is found in these Goods.

We use Only Sound Ripe Fruit and Pure Granulated Sugar.

**Consumer:** If any goods bearing our name are not fully satisfactory to you, your grocer is hereby authorized to refund your money on return of goods.

*See our Celery Sauce in the picture; none of our Goods is more popular.*